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Evaluating resource centers and dissemination-focused projects presents particular challenges especially when
trying to determine impact on students. Often traditional or easily obtainable data for these projects describe
what the project is doing, but fail to adequately show whether the project is having an effect on its intended
audience. Since we are evaluating impact at a distance, budget and other feasibiltiy issues limit what we can do.
How can we best show impact given these constraints?

HELPFUL HINTS
1. Precisely define your target audience. Just because there seems to be a lot of ‘hits’ on your website or

downloads of your materials does not mean your resources are benefitting their intended audience. Once
your target audience is defined you are in a better position to invoke additional measures, protections, and
filters to gather data on the impact and usefulness of your work.

2. Take advantage of web tools. Google Analytics® and/or tools from your own IT department may be helpful

in determining some measures of impact. For instance, are the predominant visitors to your web resources a
“foreign dot-com” or “domestic e-d-u”? Analytics can help.

3. How do I interpret web analytical data? Though much of this information is geared to ward monetizing a
commercial website, we will look at some useful website analytics during this session that can help us
understand your project’s impact.

4. Intercept and survey users. Many website developers can provide brief pop-up surveys to users – a few brief
questions about why they’re visiting and if they found what they wanted. Ask for name and contact
information before granting access to downloadable resources.

5. Develop both brief and in-depth surveys for users of your resources. When you obtain name and email
information, inform users that they may receive a survey as part of your NSF grant.

6. What kind of data should I get? This varies by the goals of your grant, however some thoughts include a)

number of institutions; b) estimated number of students; c) how the material is being used; and d) how has
use of the material improved teaching and learning.

7. Develop a user group. Since resource centers and dissemination-focused projects usually deal with a

particular technological area, it may be feasible to develop a user group instead of or in addition to an
advisory or visiting committee.

8. Get industry and employers involved. Often employers have generic information on required skills and

education required to work in the field, as well as other useful information for the target audience. There
may be industry associations that will share resources or cross-link with your project’s website.

9. Take advantage of the ATE community. Can new grantees in related areas take advantage of the work you
have already developed? Can library-focused centers help you with housing or cataloging your resources?
Can other dissemination projects cross-link with you?

10. Consult with your evaluator. Your evaluator may know or be able to find resources that can help.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
http://www.google.com/analytics

http://scout.wisc.edu/

http://statcounter.com/free-web-stats/
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